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Alain Andreoli is the leader of the HP Servers Business Unit where he drives technological and goto-market strategies for Compute to generate even greater business value for HP customers and
partners. HP Servers is a $13+ billion business, including HP Cloudline, built for scale; HP Apollo
family of high performance computing; HP Moonshot, the world’s first software defined web
server; HP ProLiant servers, the world’s number one server brand; HP BladeSystem, the world’s
number one bladed infrastructure; and HP Integrity for mission-critical computing.
In this role, Alain is responsible for serving customers of all sizes and delivering compute solutions
for Social, Mobile, Big Data and Cloud around the globe. As the world leader in server and solutions,
HP powers nearly every aspect of daily life, from most of the world's stock exchanges, ATM
transactions, 911 systems and across enterprises.
Alain’s core competency is to lead fast-paced, complex and strategic business transformations. He
has executed a variety of turnarounds in thirty years of business experience around the globe in
semiconductors, computing, storage, networking, software, cloud, services and multimedia.
Alain joined HP in 2013 from Grass Valley, the leading global live video solutions provider, where
he was President, CEO and Co-Investor based in San Francisco. Prior to this role, he was the
President of Sun Microsystems Europe based in London. Alain spent fourteen years at Texas
Instruments with various roles including Chairman of the global industrial segment, was the
Corporate VP/GM of StorageTek (Oracle) for international operations and global services, President
and COO of Verio (NTT), EVP of McData (Brocade), CEO of Xiotech, and Chairman and CEO of
Hubwoo.
Alain earned a Master’s in Management from SKEMA Business School in France and participated in
the MBA program at Concordia University in Canada. Alain is a dual American-French citizen, is
married with three children, and lives between San Francisco and Houston.

